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We shall consider in the present paper a region (body) B bounded by a
surface S. On two parts of this surface, Si and S2, various boundary condi-
tions are prescribed. It will be assumed here that on Si the prescribed values for
the displacements m and temperature 6 are zero-values. Our further assumptions
are the following: let be on the surface S2 — S—Si the prescribed loadings pt and
temperature gradient 8,n; inside the body considered let act body forces Xi and
a heat source Q; the initial moment of any action provoking motion and heating
of the body will be assumed at / = 0+ . Thus, the initial conditions for displace-
ments and temperature are assumed to be homogeneous. *)

Let us agree upon the following notations: The coordinates of a point inside
the region B will be denoted by x = (xi, x2, x3) and those on the surface S — by
y — (yi> y2> J^)- The displacements m and temperature 0 should satisfy the basic
equation of thermoelasticity (equation of motion)

(1) Da (uj (x, t))+Xt (x, t) = yd, i (x, t)

and the equation of heat conduction

(2) Dd(x,t)-riuktk(x,t) = Q(x,t), xeB, t>0.

The following notations have been introduced in Eqs. (1) and (2):

A ; = pdtt • !+ (*+ /* ) dt di, D = V* dt,

(3)

The magnitudes fi and X in Eqs. (1) and (2) as well as in Eq. (3) are Lame constants-
measured in isothermic conditions, rj = To y/A0, where To denotes the absolute^

*) The assumption of the homogeneity of the initial and boundary conditions is made solely
for the clarity's sake. Nothing stands, however, in the way of the assumption of heterogeneous,
boundary conditions on the Si surface relating to the displacements as well as to the temperature..
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temperature of the body in natural state and Ao — the thermal conductivity coef-
ficient, y — (3A+2 t̂) at, where at stands for the coefficient of linear thermal dila-
tation.

We have further x = X0/Q CC, where Q denotes the density and cB — the specific
heat of the body, the deformation being constant. Finally, <5y means the Kronecker's
symbol and the point above the symbol denotes the first partial derivative with
respect to time.

The solution of Eqs. (1) and (2) is sought for under following boundary con-
ditions:

(4)

Vi (y, 0 = 0 Si
on for ye Si, t > 0,

6 ( t ) k { t ) Q S
Pi - on (y, t)»j S2

on for y e Sz, t > 0.
0,» = k,«(y,t) S2

and initial conditions

(5) ui {x, 0) = 0, in (x, 0) = 0, 6 (x, 0) = 0, xeB, t = 0.

Having thus formulated the boundary value problem, we shall now attempt
to reduce it to the solution of simpler problems on two adjacent surfaces, Si and S2,
where boundary conditions of the same type occur. To this end we introduce what
is called the "fundamental system", i.e., a thermoelastic body of the same shape
but fixed in the point *o and free of loadings on the surfaces Si and S2.

Let us assume that in such a hypothetical "initial system" a concentrated in-
stantaneous force is acting at the point x' along the x^-axis. This force induces
in the body the displacement t/4

(S) (x, x', t) and the temperature C(fc) (x, x', t).
These functions should verify the basic differential equations of thermoelasticity

(6) DV [Ctf*> (x, x ' , t)]+d (x - x') d (t) dilc = yC(?> (x, x ' , t),

(7) DC^Hx, x\ t) - rity*}(x, x', t) - 0, x, x'eB, t>0

with the following boundary conditions on the surface S = S1+S2

(8) tf#>(y,x',0*-0, CM(y,x\t) = 0 on yeS, t>0,

and initial conditions

(9) !7f>(x,x',0) = 0, «7f>(x,x\0):=0, C(fc) (x, x', 0) = 0, x,x'eB, f = 0.

The symbol off appearing in Eq. (8) denotes the stress induced by the action of
the concentrated force. The first condition of (8) may be written in the following
form:

u (U$+ V0) n}+lm Vfi - ynt C^ = 0.

The Green functions U^ and C( t) obtained from the solution of Eqs. (6) and (7)
will be considered in the sequel as known functions.
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Let us now assume that in our "fundamental system" a concentrated instanta-
neous heat source Q' = d(x — x')d (t) is placed in the point x'. Due to the action
of this heat source, there will appear in the thermoelastic body the displacements
Wi(x,x',t) and temperature H(x,x',t). These functions should satisfy the fol-
lowing system of basic differential equations of thermoelasticity:

(11) Dv (Wi (x, x', 0) = yH, i (x, x', t),

(12) DH{x, x', t) - rj^j(x, x', t)=> d (x - x') 5 (t), x, x' eB, t >0
n

with the following boundary conditions:

(13) a ^ 0 > , x ' , 0 » * = 0, H,n(y,x',t) = 0, yeS, t>0

and with the following initial conditions:

(14) Wi(x, x',0) = 0, lfri(x,x',0)=0, H(x,x',0) = 0, x,x'eB, t==0.
The symbol offi (see Eq. (13)) denotes the thermal stresses caused by the action
of the concentrated and instantaneous heat source. As may be seen from Eq. (13),
the surface S is free of loadings and heating.

We assume also -that the functions Wt and H are determined in our "funda-
mental system", thus in the sequel we may consider them as known functions.

In what follows we shall take advantage of the theorem on reciprocity written
down in a transformed expression, namely after the integral transformation has
been performed, [1]:

(15) rittp f (Xt u'i - Xl ui) dV+rjtcp J {pt u't - p't ut) dS =
JB S

= yf (Q0' - Q'0)dV+ ny j (k F „ - k' k, n) dS,
B S

where
00

w* (x, p) = 2- [m (x, t)] = J m (x, t) e~pt dt, and so on.
0

In the above formula, Eq. (15), we assume as the system with "primes" our "funda-
mental system", wherein the concentrated force X[ = b (x — x') d (t) da is acting.
It induces the displacement Ulk) and temperature C ( t ). Thus we obtain

(16) rjxp j (Xi (x, p) Ulk) {x, x', p) - d (x - x') dtk lit (x, p)] dV (x)+
B

+r,xp f pi (y,p) U \ k \ y , x',p) dS(y) = y J Q (x,p) C(fc> (x, x',p) dV(x)+
S. + S, B

+*y Jk,n(y,p)CUc)(y,x',p)dS(y),
Si + S,

the boundary conditions, as given in Eq. (8), being taken into account. Let us de-
note by Ri (y, t) = pi (y, i) the unknown bearing reaction on the surface Si and
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by <? (y, 0 = K n, (x, t) — the unknown distribution of the temperature gradient
on this surface. From Eq. (16) we obtain the following relation

(17) uk{x',p) = uUx',p)+ jRi(y,p) Dl*>(y,x',p)dS(y)+

0(y,p)C^(y,x')P)dS(y).

The term s'

(18) ul (*', p) = j Xi(x,p) 0<» (x, x', p) dV(x)+ f pt(y, p) 0f«(y, x', p) dS(y)+
5

Y Jk,n(y,p)C(kHy,x',P)dS(y);

is to be considered as a known magnitude since all subintegral functions are known.
Eq. (17) is a functional equation wherein the unknown functions Ri and 6 appear
as subscripts to the surface integrals. Let us return now to the theorem on reci-
procity, Eq. (15), and let us introduce therein u[ = Wu 0' = H, Q' = <5 (x — x') d (t),
X' = 0. After some simple transformations — the boundary conditions (13) being
taken into account — we obtain the following functional relation

(19) 0 (x1, p) = d0 (x
1, p) '— Ri {y, p) Wi (y, x', p) dS(y)+

/ e(y,P)H{y,x',p)dS{y\

where

(20) %{x',p)o. (Q(X,P)H(X,x',p)dV(x)-T± [%(x,p) Wi(x,x',p)dV{x) -
.1 y J

— r — —
Pi(y,p) Wi(y,x',P)dS(y)+x I Jc,n{y,p)H(y,x',p)dS(y).

The 0o function may be considered as known, as all subintegral magnitudes ar&
known.

In the functional relations (17) and (18) two unknown functions appear,,
namely the bearing reactions, Ri (y, t), and the temperature gradient, O, both on
the S\ surface. In order to determine these functions we take advantage of the;
formula (4) for the boundary conditions on the Sy surface. We have

(21) Ri(y',t) = 0, fc(y',0-P. v[ 6 Sit t>0.

By a translation in Eqs. (17) and (19) of the point x' eB to the point y' e Sy
we obtain a system of two integral Fredholm equations of the first kind:

(22) o=~uiiy',P)+ f Rt(y,p) Vik)(y, y',p)dS(y)+

^J&(y,P)C(kHy,y',p)dS(y)r
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_ nxp C —
(23) 0 = e0iy',p)-~\ Ri(y,p)Wi(y,y',p)dS(y)+

s,

6{y,p)H{y,y',p)dS{y).

On solving this system of equations, we get the functions Ri and 6 on the sur-
face Si. Now, introducing them into the functional relations (17) and (19), we obtain
the functions Uk{x,p) and Q(x,p)- Finally, after performing on the relations (17)
and (19) the inverse Laplace transformation we arrive at

(23) ««(x',t) = TJl(x',t)+ J dx J Rt(y, t - r) —~^ dS {y)+
0 s,

+ ± j dx J 0 (y, t - T) jx -dS(y),
0 5,

v)K C C dWi(y,x',r)
(24) 6 (x',t) = 0O (x ' ,0 -j\dr\Ri(y,t-r) dS (y)+

0 s,
t

dx f 6 (y, x) H(y, x', t - x) dS{y).

0 s,

Let us observe that the relations (17) and (19) include a number of particular
•cases. Two boundary cases will be considered here. If the problem is to be consider-
ed as uncoupled one, the body being subjected solely to the body forces Xi and
to the loading pi acting on the S2 surface, then we have to put 0 = 0, C(fc) = 0
in the region B. Thus, Eq. (17) will be simplified to the form, [2]:

(25) u* (x', p) = ul (*', p)+ JRi (y, p) V^ {y, x', p) dS (y).
> s t

"where

«»(*',/>) - / Xi (x,p) Vlk) (x, x', p) dV{x)+ fji (y,p) V™ {.y, x',p) dS{y),
B S,

the Vlk) functions fulfilling the equation of classical elastokinetics

(26) Da [Vf> (x, x', t)]+d (x - x') d (0 <5« = 0,

with initial conditions

(27) rij <$ (y, x', 0 = 0 on S^ and 5^ yeS, t> 0,

and with homogeneous boundary conditions. Since no heat source is acting and
in view of C(fc) == 0, Eq. (19) becomes immaterial. The second limit case concerns
the determination of the temperature field in a bounded body with mixed bound-
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ary conditions. Considering this problem as uncoupled, we put in Eq. (19) r\ — 0.
We obtain then the following functional relation [3]:

(28) 0 (*', p) = o0 (x
1, p)+xf& (y, p)S(y,x', p) dS (y),

where

0o (*'> P.=JQ (*'. P) S (x, x', p) dV{x)+x J k, n (y, p) S (y, x', p) dS(y).
B Sa

The function S (x, x', t) should satisfy the classical equation of heat conducti-
vity

(29) / V2 - ~ d\ S (x, x',t) = -~d{x- x1) 8 (0,

with the boundary condition

(30) S,n(y,x',t) = 0 on SU yeSu t>0,

and the initial condition

(31) S {x, x', 0) = 0, x,x'eB, t = 0.

Translating the point x' e B to the point y' e Si, we obtain the integral equation

(32) 0 - d0 (y',p)+x f § (y, p) S (y, y\ p) dS (y),
•Si

which makes possible the determination of the unknown temperature gradient
0 (y> P) on the surface S\. In this particular case we succeeded in elaborating a method
of solving the classical problem of heat conductivity, mixed boundary conditions
in the body being assumed, [3],

The method advanced in this paper may easily be extended to a thermoelastic
body, wh'ere mixed boundary conditions occur on more numerous parts of the
surface S, as, e.g., Si, S2, —, Sn, where S = Si+S2+...+Sn. Similarly, we can
pass easily to the case of loadings varying harmonically in time, to the quasi-static
and stationary problems. In the latter case, the functional relations (17) and (19)
will be uncoupled with one another.

DEPARTMENT OF MECHANICS OF CONTINUOUS MEDIA, INSTITUTE OF FUNDAMENTAL TECH-
NICAL PROBLEMS, POLISH ACADEMY OF SCIENCES

(ZAKLAD MECHANIKI OSRODKOW CIAGLYCH, INSTYTUT PODSTAWOWYCH PROBLEMOW TECH-
NIKI, PAN)
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B. HOBAIJKHM, O 3A^AHAX TEPMOYIlPyrOCTH CO CMEUIAHHtlMH KPAE-
BI.IMM yCJIOBHHMH

pa6oTe paccMaTpraaeTCH npo6neMa CMemaHHbix KpaeBbix ycnoBHH, pa3JnwHbix
Ha noBepxHOCTHX 1S1 H ̂ 2 TepMoynpyroro Tena. Onpeflejiaa 4>yHKiiiJn rpHHa B ocHOBHOii CHCTeMe
c oflHHaicoBHMH KpaeBHMH ycnoBHflMH Ha Si H ^2 H Hcnoni)3ya TeopeMy 0 B3anMHOCtn nojiyieHH
4iyHKiiHOHajn.Hs.ie BtipajKeHM Ha nepeMeiyeHHe m H TeMnepaTypy 0 BHyTpn Tejia. Hcnojib3ya
KpaeBbie ycnoBHH Ha Si nonyneHa CHcreMa ffByx HHTerpanbHwx ypaBHeHHii 4>peflronbMa nepBoro

fl.ua onpefleneHHH Hen3BecTHOH $yHKUHH onopHwx peaKujjii Ri, a TaK*e HeH3BecTHOfi
TeMnepaiypti 0 Ha noBepxHoc™ 5 j .


